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Determination of InP„001… surface reconstructions by STM and infrared spectroscopy
of adsorbed hydrogen
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The atomic structure of the InP~001! reconstructions has been identified by scanning tunneling microscopy
and infrared spectroscopy of adsorbed hydrogen. The four phases, in order of decreasing phosphorous cover-
age, arec(232)/p(232), uP52.0 ML; (231), uP51.0 ML; s(234), uP50.25 ML, and d(234), uP

50.125 ML. The (232) consists of phosphorous dimers adsorbed onto a layer of P atoms. Removal of the P
adatoms at 300 °C, produces the (231), which is terminated with a complete layer of buckled phosphorous
dimers. Further annealing at 400 to 500 °C, yields the indium-richs(234) andd(234) reconstructions. The
s(234) reconstruction comprises a single phosphorous dimer in the top layer and four indium dimers in the
second layer. Thed(234) differs from thes(234) reconstruction in that one of the P atoms is replaced with
an In atom to make an In-P heterodimer. This difference is evident by comparison of the intensities of P-H,
In-H, and In-H-In stretching vibrations for the two surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of semiconductor surfaces is of great in
est because they mediate the chemical reactions that o
during etching, deposition, and processing of materials
solid-state devices.1,2 One of the principal methods used
investigate surface structure is scanning tunneling mic
copy ~STM!.3 This technique yields the local density o
states with atomic resolution. However, the features see
the microscope can be difficult to interpret for compou
semiconductors, since the images lack chemical specifi
and fold together complex electronic and geometric effe
To overcome these uncertainties, sophisticated total en
calculations are performed.4–7 This technique works wel
provided the researcher assumes the correct structure, w
requires some a priori knowledge of the possibilities.6,7

A sound experimental approach is to combine scann
tunneling microscopy with a chemically specific prob
Among the potential choices, high-resolution vibration
spectroscopy stands out for its ability to discern the chem
bonding at individual adsorption sites on a surface. Whe
compound semiconductor is dosed with hydrogen atom
room temperature, all the dangling bonds become satur
with the adsorbate, and the frequencies of theM-H stretching
vibrations are strongly dependent on the elementM. For ex-
ample, on gallium arsenide~001!, the frequencies of the
As-H, terminal Ga-H and bridging Ga-H-Ga vibrations occ
at 2200–1950, 1950–1750, and 1750–1100 cm21, respec-
tively. This has allowed us to analyze the distribution
surface sites on each GaAs~001! reconstruction and to refin
our understanding of their structures.8,9

The interest in surface structures of indium phosph
~001! has increased in recent years, because it has been
onstrated that they are not simply replicas of their GaAs~001!
counterparts. For example, a (231) reconstruction is formed
that contains a complete layer of buckled phosphor
PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~15!/10223~6!/$15.00
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dimers.10,11 This phase is unique to indium phosphide, a
has yet to be encountered on other~001! III/V semiconductor
surfaces. In addition, at higher phosphorous coverage,
can obtain a (232) reconstruction, as observed by refle
tance high-energy electron diffraction12 ~RHEED! and re-
cently by STM.11,13 As for the indium-rich phases, sever
researchers have examined their structures, but no conse
has emerged as to the arrangement of the indium and p
phorous atoms.2,14–18During chemical beam epitaxy of InP
a (234) reconstruction has been detected by reflectance
ference spectroscopy~RDS! and RHEED.12,14 It has been
argued that the (234) reconstruction is composed of pho
phorous dimers separated by dimer vacancies, in analog
GaAs~001!. However, Johalet al.15 and Golettiet al.16 stud-
ied decapped InP~001! by RDS, and could not explain thei
spectra using a conventional dimer-vacancy mod
MacPhersonet al. obtained a (234) reconstruction by an-
nealing an InP crystal in vacuum.17 Their filled-state scan-
ning tunneling micrographs revealed that the unit cell co
tains three bright spots arranged in an equilateral trian
These authors proposed that the spots were due to the
dangling bonds of a phosphorous trimer. More recently, s
eral researchers performed total energy calculations on
eral models of the (234) reconstruction, and concluded th
the lowest energy phase is a single In-P dimer sitting o
layer of indium.7,18 The three spots seen in the STM ima
arise from a filled P dangling bond and two In-In ba
bonds.

Herein, we report on a study of the InP~001! reconstruc-
tions. With the aid of scanning tunneling microscopy a
vibrational spectroscopy, the controversies associated
the InP surface structures have been resolved. In partic
we have found that upon heating the crystal, t
phosphorous-rich (231) reconstruction is transformed se
quentially into the indium-rich s(234) and d(234)
10 223 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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phases. The former reconstruction is terminated with a sin
phosphorous dimer, while the latter one is terminated with
In-P dimer. Both expose indium dimers in the underlyi
layer. The surface phase diagram and corresponding re
structions are described below.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Indium phosphide films, 0.5mm thick, were grown on
~001! substrates by metalorganic vapor-phase epit
~MOVPE!. The following conditions were used during th
growth: 600 °C, 20 Torr of hydrogen, 6.531024 Torr of tri-
isopropylindium~TIPIn!, (3.2– 13.0)31022 Torr of tertiary-
butylphosphine~TBP! ~V:III ratio of 50–200!, and a total
flow rate of 2.5 l/min~at 25 °C and 1 atm!. After shutting off
the TIPIn supply, TBP and hydrogen flows were maintain
until samples were cooled to 300 and 40 °C, respectiv
Then the crystals were transferred directly to an ultrah
vacuum~UHV! chamber without air exposure.

In the UHV chamber, the samples were annealed at t
peratures between 100 and 500 °C to obtain the desired
constructions. After cooling the samples to 25 °C, the surf
ordering was characterized by a Princeton Instruments l
energy electron diffractometer~LEED!. Scanning tunneling
micrographs were recorded with a Park Scientific AutoPro
VP at a tunneling current of 0.5 nA and a sample bias
tween23.0 and24.0 V. Empty-state images were also o
tained at a bias of12.0 to 13.0 V. These images did no
reveal any new features, so only the filled states are
sented in this paper. Infrared spectra were acquired wi
BIO-RAD FTS-40A spectrometer by multiple internal r
flection through a trapezoidal crystal, 40.0310.0
30.64 mm3, with 31 reflections off the front face. The res
lution was 8 cm21. The spectra presented in this paper sh
the change in reflectance~per reflection! that results from
taking the ratio of the sample spectrum at saturation hyd
gen coverage to that at zero coverage.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Shown in Fig. 1 is the dependence of the surface rec
struction and phosphorous coverage on the annealing

FIG. 1. Surface phases of InP~001! as a function of phosphoru
coverage and temperature.
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perature in vacuum. Upon transfer from the MOVPE reac
the semiconductor surface is covered with hydrogen ato
alkyl groups, and phosphorous ad-dimers.13 Gentle heating
to 150625 °C removes the hydrogen and organic co
pounds, and produces a P-rich phase with localp(232) and
c(232) domains. The phosphorous coverage at this poin
between 1.75 and 1.50 ML. Further heating to 300 °C
vacuum removes the P ad-dimers and generates a (231)
structure with a coverage of 1.0 ML.10 Upon annealing the
InP crystal at higher temperatures the (231) structure is
gradually transformed into thes(234) phase. At 400 °C,
thes(234) phase comprises most of the surface, yieldin
phosphorous coverage close to 0.25 ML. This phase conv
into the d(234) phase with a phosphorous coverage
0.125 ML at 500 °C. The phase transformations obser
during heating can be reversed by dosing thed(234) phase
with phosphine at progressively lower temperatures fr
400 to 300 °C. The most P-rich reconstruction achievable
vacuum is the (231). Nevertheless, exposing the sample
a high flux of the phosphorous precursor in the MOVP
reactor will convert the surface back into thec(232)/p(2
32) structure.

In Fig. 2, we present a scanning tunneling micrograph
a mixed (231)/s(234) reconstruction. This image wa
obtained by annealing the sample for only 5 min at 400
The (231) domains are evident as the zigzagging rows
gray spots that extend along the@110# direction. These rows
are due to phosphorous dimers that are alternately buckle
the left and to the right. They account for about 40% of t
total surface area. A white circle highlights one of the
31) regions, in which there is considerable disorder amo
the dimer rows. This is due to desorption of some of the
atoms. Thes(234) structures can be seen as alternat
light and dark gray rows that are parallel to the@ 1̄10# axis.
These domains are not well ordered either, and one can
cern a(234) unit cells randomly distributed within the
s(234) phase.

FIG. 2. Scanning tunneling micrograph of the InP~001! surface
annealed at 400 °C for 5 min~image size 2603260 Å2; sample bias
23.8 V!.
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PRB 61 10 225DETERMINATION OF InP~001! SURFACE . . .
Annealing at 400 °C for 20 min in 1.031025 Torr of
phosphine generates the surface pictured in Fig. 3~a!. Here,
the characteristic rows of thes(234) phase extend for long
distances in the@ 1̄10# axis. However, these rows, and th
step edges that follow alongside them, are not perfe
straight due to many kinks within the rows. In additio
about 10% of the surface is covered with islands, two-at
layers in height, that consist of one or two gray rows, rang
from two to twenty unit-cell widths in the@ 1̄10# direction.
One such island is circled in the image. The two-dimensio
~2D! islands appear after repeated cycling between the
31), s(234), and d(234) reconstructions. Since th
s(234) phase has a lower indium coverage than thed(2
34) phase, 0.75 ML In versus 0.875 ML In, some of t
indium gets ejected onto the surface and nucleates the s
2D islands.

A close up of the InP~001! surface is shown in the inset i
the lower right corner of Fig. 3~a!. The white rectangle trace
out the dimensions of the (234) unit cell. Four different
reconstructions can be seen in this image. The dominan
construction is thes(234), which consists of two white
spots sitting between a gray ledge and a black trench
either side. This structure is highlighted with the two op
circles in the top center portion of the picture. Moving dow
along the same row, another (234) cell is encountered tha
contains four white spots. This is most likely thea(234)

FIG. 3. ~a! Scanning tunneling micrograph of thes(234) re-
construction~7403740 Å; inset 65365 Å; sample bias23.0 V!,
and~b! line scan through four unit cells as illustrated by the dot
line in the inset of~a!.
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reconstruction, which is common on GaAs~001!.3 We have
found that on InP~001!, this structure is not as stable as th
s(234) or d(234) phases and never occupies more tha
few percent of the surface area. In the lower right corner
the inset, one sees a circle of six highlighted white spo
This pattern is produced by the out-of-phase buckled ph
phorous dimers of the remaining (231) reconstruction.10

Small (231) domains cover approximately 5% of the tot
area. Finally, in the lower left corner of the inset, a set
three circles accentuates the trimer feature of thed(234),
which is discussed below.

A scan of the surface height was taken along the do
line shown in the inset image, and these results are prese
in Fig. 3~b!. From left to right, this scan passes over as(2
34), a d(234), and as(234) unit cell. For thes(2
34) phase, the height from the bottom of the trench to
topmost ridge is 4.4 Å, which equals three atomic laye
This distance is consistent with the ridge, i.e., the two wh
spots, being due to a phosphorous dimer. The height f
the bottom of the trench to the intermediate shoulder is
Å, or a little more than two atomic layers, suggesting th
this feature might be due to indium dimers. Now consider
line scan through thed(234) unit cell. The height from the
bottom of the trench to the top of the two maxima is 3.7
with a local minimum located 0.6 Å below these. The tw
maxima are located halfway between the shoulder and
top ridge of thes(234) unit cell. These features are no
high enough to be associated with phosphorous atoms
would be the case for a P-trimer structure.17 Instead, they are
more likely due to the indium-indium back-bond states of
In-P heterodimer, as suggested by two recent studies.7,18

Annealing the crystal for 20 min at 500 °C produces t
most indium-rich reconstruction, thed(234) phase. An
STM image of this surface is presented in Fig. 4. Unifo
gray rows are seen extending along the@ 1̄10# direction. The
surface contains relatively few defects, and the step edge
straight along the rows. Also note that the two-dimensio
islands have disappeared, presumably because the in
content within these islands is consumed in forming

FIG. 4. Scanning tunneling micrograph of thed(234) structure
~4403440 Å; inset 40340 Å; sample bias23.0 V!.
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d(234) unit cell. In the inset picture, a closeup of the
34) unit cells is shown. Within each cell, one discerns th
bright spots in the shape of an equilateral triangle, which
been attributed to an In-P heterodimer.7,18

The STM micrographs provide evidence that thes(2
34) andd(234) structures are terminated with a phosph
ous dimer and an In-P heterodimer, respectively. In addit
indium dimers may be exposed in the next lower layer.
order to verify these results, the dangling bonds presen
these reconstructions have been probed by vibrational s
troscopy of adsorbed hydrogen. Presented in Fig. 5 are
reflectance spectra for saturation coverages of hydroge
thed(234), s(234), and (231) reconstructions. The up
per three spectra ares-polarized, while the lower three spec
tra are p-polarized. According to the inset diagram, th
s-polarized light probes dipole moments that are paralle
the @ 1̄10# crystal axis. Inspection of the figure reveals th
there are three main sets of bands appearing in the frequ
ranges 2350–2200, 1750–1600, and 1600–1000 cm21. By
comparison to the stretching vibrations of known gas-ph
molecules, the high-frequency bands may be assigne
phosphorous-hydrogen bonds,19–21 while the bands in the
middle- and low-frequency ranges are most likely due
indium hydrides.22,23

In order to assign the vibrational bands to specific bo
configurations,ab initio calculations have been performed o
a series of molecular clusters, including In5P4H13, In4P5H13,
and In7P8H19.

24 These clusters are of sufficient size to sim
late adsorbed hydrogen on the phosphorous and ind
dimers of the (231) and (234) reconstructions. The struc
ture of the indium phosphide clusters was optimized us
density-functional theory.25 We employed the Perdew-Wan
correlation and exchange functional together with
(18s/14p/9d)/@5s/5p/3d# contracted basis set for indium
the Stuttgart-Dresden pseudopotential for phosphorous,
the Dunning-Huzinaga valence double-z basis set for
hydrogen.26–30 We have done similar calculations o
GaxAsyHz compounds, and these have provided us with
detailed understanding of the hydrogen adsorption sites
GaAs~001!.31

In Table I, we present a comparison of the P-H and In
vibrational modes obtained by experiment and theory. N

FIG. 5. s- and p-polarized reflectance spectra of adsorbed
drogen on the (231), s(234), andd(234) surfaces at 30 °C.
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that the predicted In-H stretching frequencies have b
shifted down by 220 cm21. Frequency scaling is employe
here to compensate for the systematic error introduced by
computational method.32 The cluster models reveal that th
three P-H stretches are due to phosphorous dihydro
bonds, and to isolated and coupled phosphorous monohy
gen bonds. The two low-frequency bands at 1350 and 1
cm21 are assigned to the asymmetric stretch of bridging
dium hydride. In the former case, the stretching mode co
sponds to an isolated In-H-In structure, while in the lat
case, two bridge bonds are coupled together to form an
H-In-H-In structure. The observation of bridging indium h
dride upon adsorption of hydrogen onto thes(234) and
d(234) reconstructions confirms that indium dimers a
present on both of these reconstructions.

Ball-and-stick models for the (231), s(234), and
d(234) structures are given in Fig. 6~a!. The (231) struc-
ture is terminated with a complete layer of phosphoro
dimers with each dimer having three electrons in its t
dangling bonds.10 Thes(234) structure consists of a singl
phosphorous dimer straddling four indium dimers, with
and In coverages of 0.25 and 0.75 ML.18 Thed(234) struc-
ture, on the other hand, differs from thes(234) structure in
that the P-P dimer is replaced with an In-P dimer. In th
case, the P and In coverages are 0.125 and 0.875 ML.
sorption of hydrogen atoms onto these reconstructions g
erates the models in Fig. 6~b!. In this case, it is assumed tha

-

TABLE I. Comparison of theM-H vibrational frequencies de
termined by experiment and theory.

Assignments

Frequencies~cm21!

Experiment Theory

P-H 2339, 2311
2213

2319, 2292
2190

In-Ht
a 1660 1504

In-Hb 1350 1138
In-Hb 1150 1195

at, terminal;b, bridging.

FIG. 6. Ball-and-stick models of the~a! clean and~b! hydrogen-
terminated InP~001! reconstructions.
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PRB 61 10 227DETERMINATION OF InP~001! SURFACE . . .
all the dangling bonds are saturated and the number of e
trons involved in bond formation is conserved. The types
structures that can form are more varied than the exam
shown but nevertheless illustrate the hydrogen coverages
can be achieved.

The models presented in Fig. 6~b! indicate the relative
amounts of adsorbed hydrogen that bonds to phospho
sites, terminal indium sites, and bridged indium sites. On
(231) reconstruction, it is assumed that a hydrogen at
adsorbs on the one-half-filled dangling bond on the ph
phorous dimer, yielding a saturation coverage of 0.5 ML.
contrast, on thes(234) andd(234) phases, a hydroge
atom may adsorb on each exposed phosphorous atom,
ing to saturation coverages of hydrogen on phosphorous
of 0.25 and 0.125 ML, respectively. Examination of t
bridging indium hydrides on each reconstruction gives sa
ration coverages of hydrogen on these sites of 0.0 ML on
(231) structure and 0.375 ML on thes(234) and d(2
34) structures.

For hydrogen adsorption on the same sites, one may
sume that the integrated intensities of theM-H vibrational
bands are proportional to the density of these sites on a g
reconstruction. Consequently, a comparison can be made
tween the relative intensities of these bands and the rela
coverages predicted by the models in Fig. 6~b!. This com-
parison is presented in Table II for hydrogen bonded to ph
phorous and to indium~bridging In-H-In only!. The data
have been normalized to the values recorded for thed(2
34) phase. The intensities of the P-H infrared bands on
(231) and s(234) phases are 3.4 and 1.7 times grea
than that on thed(234) phase, which agrees with the co
erage ratios of 4.0 and 2.0. Furthermore, the integrated
tensity of the bridging indium hydride band is zero on t

TABLE II. Comparison of the hydrogen coverages to the inf
red band intensities.

Structure

Coveragea Intensitya

uPH u InHb
I PH I InHb

(231) 4.0 0.0 3.4 0.0
s(234) 2.0 1.0 1.7 0.9
d(234) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

aNormalized tod(234).
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(231) phase and the same value on thes(234) andd(2
34) phases, exactly as predicted by the models. These
sults provide further evidence that the models of the
34) phases in Fig. 6 are correct.

The hydrogen-terminatedd(234) surface should exhibit
a terminal indium hydride bound to an In-P heterodime
This hydride is unique to this structure, and its dipole m
ment should extend in a direction that is partly parallel to t

@ 1̄10# direction. Perusal of thes-polarized reflectance spec
trum for hydrogen adsorbed on thed(234) surface reveals a
peak for In-Ht at 1683 cm21, which does not appear in the
s-polarized spectra of the (231) or the s(234) phases.
This observation lends additional support for the In-P h
erodimer model of thed(234) phase.

Two groups have calculated the phase diagram
InP~001! using first-principles pseudopotentia
calculations.7,18These authors predicted the same reconstr
tion scenario on phosphorous-rich InP~001! as is observed on
arsenic-rich GaAs~001!, including the formation ofc(4
34), b2(234), and a(234) phases. Under indium-rich
conditions, they found that thed(234) phase, with the In-P
heterodimer, is the most stable reconstruction. In contra
our experiments reveal that thec(232)/p(232) and (2
31) structures are formed at phosphorous coverages ab
1.0 ML, while the s(234) and d(234) structures occur
below 0.25 ML. Between 1.0 and 0.25 ML, a mixture o
(231), a(234), s(234), and d(234) phases is ob-
served@cf. Fig. 3~a!#. Evidently, the theoretical calculations
should be revisited in light of the new experimental data.

IV. SUMMARY

In conclusion, scanning tunneling microscopy used
combination with vibrational spectroscopy of adsorbed h
drogen can provide definitive insight into the compositio
and structure of compound semiconductor surfaces. With
gard to InP~001!, we see that the surface phase diagram
not at all like that found on GaAs~001!.
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